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Former Waste Driver Blows Whistle on 
Abortion Industry’s Grisly Trade 

 
“I watched them pull [the babies] out of the freezer with gloves on, put it in the red bag which is 
the bag they’re supposed to and tape the box closed … I didn’t want to look at it. Not at all. I 
believe if I would’ve looked at it, I just probably would’ve walked off the job.” - Former Stericycle 
waste truck driver 
 
Columbus, OH – August 29, 2016 – Created Equal possesses testimony and audio recordings 
from several  former waste drivers attesting to the fact that Stericycle continues to receive, 
transport, and dispose of aborted children.  
 

• Video:  Former Waste Driver Uncovers Disposal of Aborted Babies 
 
According to the abortion industry’s own experts, medical waste companies such as Stericycle 
are the abortion industry’s weak link. Since Created Equal’s launch of Project Weak Link in 
2016, Stericycle, America’s largest waste hauler,  disclosed (see pages four and five of 
the amended complaint) the cancellation of over 400 hundred contacts with abortion facilities. 
However, despite continued denials by CEO Charles Alutto, eyewitnesses have repeatedly 
filmed Stericycle trucks receiving and transferring aborted babies at numerous abortion 
facilities across the country.   
 
In July 2018, Stericycle was fined for violations of a South Carolina infectious waste law. 
Because of Stericycle’s shady business practices and involvement in abortion, some waste 
drivers have quit servicing working for the waste giant.  
 
Considering this information, Created Equal continues our public awareness campaign against 
Stericycle’s board of directors.  
 
Mark Harrington, President of Created Equal said, “Unless Stericycle refuses to enable abortion 
facilities in collecting, transporting, and disposing of fetal remains, as well as the instruments 
used to kill them and other waste, we will never stop exposing them to the public. Stericycle 
needs to dump the abortion cartel altogether by cancelling all contracts with abortion clinics or 
face continued public exposure and bad publicity.”  

________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Created Equal is a social action movement consisting of young activists seeking to end the 
greatest human rights injustice of our time. Killing preborn babies is nothing less than age-
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based discrimination of the worst kind. Our goal is to restore the true meaning of equality to 
include equal protection between the born and the preborn. 
 
 


